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};LECTROhIIYSIOLOGICAI, 11LASURI:P. ENT
OF HUMAN AUI)ITOItY FUNCTION

As its title directs, this essay will deal with people, with

the sounds they bear, and with the bioelectrical activity those

sounds generate. While it will emphasize the way sounds influence

Mil l s brain waves, these brain waves are only one of many electro-

physiological events which signal his responsivity to sounds. Every

sound one hears can activate, in theory at least, every nerve and

muscle in the '_'ody, and each of these structures can generate an

electrical current which appropriate amplifyin g and recording instru-

ments will make visible for inspection.

Consider for instance a loud noise that makes a person jump,

and uppose hin to have several electrodes attached to his skin (of

head, arms, etc.) 	 are then connected to amplifiers, oscillc-

scopes, etc. The jump, or startle response, denotes a synchronized

contraction of arm and leg muscles, 	 synchrony which is also pre-

cisely reveale.l in the pattern of electrical discharges those muscles

emit. A muscle response may be so small that little actual movement

is seen but it,,-, el -^ctrophysiological output i^, likely to be recordable

nevertheless. The muscles responsible for the eyeblink can be re-

corded in this way (11) as can even those few vestigial human remains

of the inufcles that twitch the ear iii animals like the cat (3).

Such electrophysiolog;• ic:al measuruments also reveal souud-

induced activity 'n the rluscles and Islands controlled by the autonomic

nervous system. Thas, i-n infants wired for recording; of they
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electrocardiogram, tones of only moderate intensity % , ill regularly

alter their heart rate; this heart-rate response has been effec-
I',

tively put to wort, as a way to test their hearing (29). In adults,

and under certain conditions, audible tones cause sweat glands to
M.

put out more of their product and Bence measurably change the re-

sistance to a current flowing between electrodes on the slain; this

response, Loo, has been eriployed as a hearing test, al though if of-

ten turns out merely to produce an unwanted artifact in certain ex-

perinental situations (24).

Electrical Responses of the Brain

While the above examples show sounds to influence a very wider

range of body functions, the one most often studied by electrophysio-

k'
	 logical methods is that of the braii. itself. Its ongoing electrical

activities are delicately sensitive to alteration by sound inputs, as

t;ie following three instances will illustrate.

The 1"E. '.. The human brain is unique at7ong our body tissues in the

spectrum, amplitude and variability of the electrical waves it gener-

ates. These brain waves (the L'1:G), large in size acid easily record-

-iblo with modern methods, present to auditory physiologists and clin-

icians robust phenomena for study. The effort to modify these LEG

waves by speech, noise and tones has a long anal interesting; history

which deserves far mare si)ace than can be devoted to it here.

As an example of an early study in this direction, my colleagues
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and I once tried to establish the threshold of hearing by examining

the faintest sound wlAch would produce a reliable change in the on-

groing brain wave record (2:3). In these precomputer days we could

Mute only that 4 meal: tone a abaut the level of hc!arintr threshold

`	 mig=ht alter the EEG in sever:. ways: i- the record was dominated by

eaves of a g=iven frequency a sound could speed them up or slovi them

down, ai d/or caus( . a large deflection (an evolved response) to appear.

Despite the primitiveness of this "eyeball" method of EEG analysis,

however, a reasonable estimate of "rearing; could often be established

in this way.

A sophisticated variant on this therne used computers to analyze

the brain wave activities in 200 astronaut candidates ( .10). `1'iiis

study reports normative data on the LEG during sleep, quiet wakeful-

ness and extreme focu- ngr of attention. It established what LEG fre-

quencies were present at each of IF, scalp electrodes and their compared

these with one another to yield data on shared frequencies, their amp-

litudes and their phase relations. These spectral density cornputa-

tions were then repeated while the astronaut candidates performed in a

variety of visual, sonresthetic and auditory tasl :E. When attending vig-

ilantly to a pattern of tones the men produced 1116 patter:is distinctly

different from those seen when they performed in complrable visual

tashs. The authors arg=ue that such changes in LEG patterning, if con-

tinuously Monitored, could warn interested parties (such as the astro-

nauts themselves) of detective attention to, and processing of, mes-

sages arriving; by car.



The CNV. In addition to its LEG waves, the brain also creates and

maintains standing; potential differences between any two points on

its :surface. Electrode:; applied to the scalp can see these poten-

tial differences and show the way they vary in size with the passage

of time. Lxcel lent reviews (1:;, 19) describe these variations - the
i

. -called "contingent negative variations" (CNV) - f'.nd relate then to

important sensory, motor and intellectual activities in man. Stut-
k%

terers, for instance, Systematically generate different I_'NV responses

than d() normal speakers (43) .

Sound stimuli are frequently used in clinical and laboratory

situations where CNVs are first initiated and then reduced Jr. size.

The main aim of these studies, however, is to relate CNV presence and

amplitude to a variety of perceptual, motor and cognitive «cts for

which the question of wliether it is a round that evokes or abolishes

the CNV is a matter of secondary iriportance. Nevertheless, the CNV

c p n be sound-produced, and hence deserves at least this brief mention

here.

The Auditory Evoked Response. The ihird type of brain response to be

considered Here is called the evolved response. These are electrical

wave-sequences time-locked to a stimulus; they appear because the nerve

activity initiated by a :stimulus invades the nervous system in an or-

derly way.

In Figure 1 an artist has located man's auditory nervous system

within his head. Any sound striking; the ear will activate brain cells

in the particulrr sequence and order shown in the left; lower part of
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the figure. If that sound t.ere to be ill 	 event - a hind clap,

say - it would generate; electrical potential changes within each

ir,uned collection of brain cells like those shown on the right of the

Figure. The characteristics of these locally evolved potential: -

.`	 their latency, amplitude and waveshape - have of course been best

worl.e(l out in anirials :since such a study reclu` res that the recording

probes be exactly placed within each of the awitomical structures ill

question. Lven though the diract information .comes mainly from ani-

mals, however, there can be little doubt that what holds for them

holds also for marl: 1) each cell collection, or nucleus, that makes

up the hl.inn.n. auditory pathway of Figure 1 generates electrical cur-

rent when sound strikes the ear, and 2) the farther from the ear, the

larger the time before the structure in question begins to produce

its cr rrent .

Detecting these SOUtld-indUCed electrical currents has become

fairly routine during the past 10 years, thanks to computer averaginj^

techniques. One first pastes standard electrodes to a person's scalp,

delivers sound stimuli to his ear or ears, and 	 en amplifies the

grain eaves in the conventional manner. If th . ound is a clic'c de-

livered through earphones, and the subject's brain responses to per-

hops 1000 of these clicks are computer--processed, recordi rigs like that

of F i lure 2 result.

Iii each section of Figure :.' the moment the clicks were deliv-

creel appears at the left. The top section re%eals the waves that ap-

pear during the first 10 milliseconds after this click-delivery: seven
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of them for counting; and labelling;. The middle section exten(k the

time base to 50 cosec., and tLe bottom one to 500 msec; each of these

sections demonstrates l IC accrual of aevr waves, progreas i vel y later

in time, until a total of 15 can be counted du ► • i ug; the interval of 	
I

one-half second following; delivery of the click. This entire coal lec-

tion of* 15 wavea is l.rrotivri as the human auditory evoked response.

Tiiis evolved response to an auditory signal is obviously a com-

plex electrical event. It reflects in some way the progressive in-,

orderly spread of the effects of stimulation through the auditory

pathway depicted in Figure 1, and then from one region of the cortex

to another. Which :structure generates which wave is an important but

largely unanswered question. The wave lauelled I almost certainly

reflects activity in the auditory nerve, alid hence indexes the first

neural event in the human auditory pathway. The later craves in the

roman numeral sequencer (II-VI) represent the progressive activation

o. the br. ainster ► portions of the pathway up to about the inferior

colliculus level of I'ig;ure 1, but t %e exact relationship between a

given v/a •,e and its i ►i:itiatiug Btructurc(s) is far from clear. Studies

underway using; patients with various lesions in the brainstem should

helm to clarify these relationships (34, 37).

The middle latency ( li p -50 msee) respon:3es of Figure 2, though

in the past a :subject of controversy, can clearly be .sown to originate

in the brain, not in movements of the eyeball or from contractions of

scalp muscles (26). It seems pro::able, however, that they reflect ac-

tivity not of the specific auditory cortex, but of the areas to which

n
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It project:i (cortex?, thalarhus?; .	 Intensive of forth to quahhtify unch

apply these responses to the diagnosis of hearing disorders are under

way ( 21 1 .

The timing of the late Craves of Figure 2 (111-P2 -N2) is such

that they must originate within strictures to which the auditory path-

t,,-ay of Figure 1 projects. Direct measurements in man on the operating;

table 5ugg;est a latency of 12-i5 three for arrival, and perhaps 60 t^isec

for completion of the specific auditory cortex: activity initiated by a

click delivered to the ear (4). (There auditory cortical events, in-

eLdentally, are apparently invisible to electrodes at the scalp). All

the waves with latencies beyond about GU r.sec or so must come, there-

fore, either from structures invLded by nerve fibers that originate in

the auditory cortex and rhove the message from there: to more distant

regions, or by way of reticular pathway: outside the classical one-

shown in Figure 1.

The difficulty in precisely assigning anatomical origins for

these various evolved response waves is worth summarizing, The waves

themselves are simply -he voltage difFerences developed oven time be-

tween two conductors attached i,o the head. The wave secguence gives

only the moment-by-moment algebraic Sum of all such currents generated

within the brain, currents which then floe; through it, the skull and

the slain to reach the recording; sites. The total number of these gen-

erators of brain current is uhhl>nown but large. A physicist Might

therefore consider this to be the problem of a 3 dimensional volume

conductor within which numerous source generators (those of Figure 1,



plum others) drive electrical currents of varied onset, amplitude

and dur. ► tion along; unl.nown paths of unhnourr impeelance, and in the

face of this complexity consider any effort to male an analysis o''

the problem hardly worth his t me and effort. Many physiologists

agree that these scalp recordings of brain activity are exceedingly

unattractive for analysis, and they turn instead to the far ;more.

precise microelectrode techniques. 17hat is to follow, however, argues

that the study of these gross surface electrical phenomena has led

to some surprisingly interesting; findings and conclusions. As we

shall s •.:e, the early group of waves ( 1 -10 msec) reflect certain

physicrA aspects of the sound stimulus with such g-ratify i ng accuracy

that they can be used for testing hearing; in the clinic, while the

late waves (1O0--1000 msec) offer us a glimpse of the brain doing; some

of its most important %vo.rk.

Th:. Brainstem Evoked Responses

Ten years ago the responses shown in the top section of Figure

2 were unknown. Our present knowledge of it began ill 1967 with almost

simultaneous reports from IFrael, France and Japan. In that year, and

with the help of the newly Oeveloped computer techniques, the first

wave in the series (viave 1) was identified by Solirr,-?r and Finemesser

(:3-2 ) using; scalp electrodes, and by the PortmaiLn and Yoshii groups (27,

92) using, an electrode in the car canal. These discoveries made direct

elect rophysiological measures of auditory nerve activity ill mac ►► prac-

tical for the first time. The Yoshii-Portmann method yields what is

now called the electrocochleog;rari widely used as a clinical test for
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hearing (see 6 for it recent summary and bib'iography on this topic).

The method pioneered by the Sol ► mer E;rou1 ► yield:; tIICI brainstem evoked

response, or 1;1•;11.

The first description of' the 131-At wave sequence in its en t i .rety,

as well its many details o_i how it varies witl ► changes in the auditory

stimulus provoking it, was provided by Jewett and Williston in 1971

(16). During the Last several years my colleagues . and I have been 	 ..^
1

studying this BEh. Our efforts, which will be emphasized in the fol-

lowing account, typify those under way in other laboratories also.

Sample normal BERs car, be seen in Figures 3 and 4. Each trac-

ing there is the paysiological response recorded between electrodes

at the top of the head (vertex) and behind the stimulated ear (on the

mastoid bone). Since these responses are of small amplitude (see cal-

ibration), high ar. ►plification (x 10'' or 106 ) and repeated stimulation

(2-4000 clicks at it .ate of 30 per sec) with commuter averaging; were

required. In our .laboratory two or more ►ch responses are regularly

superimposed, as in this figure, to permit estimation of response re-

liability.

The outstanding properties of the 131:11 can he enumerated as

follows.

1) No waves are present for clicks too weak to be Iv ard, and

wave V-the most prominent and stable member of the collection - can

usually be identified at 3 or 10 d13 above a ►► adult listener's thres-

hold.

2) As stimulus intensity rises so too does response amplitude;

in addition, the response latency (i.e. the interval between eardrum

cj
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movement and the peal: of a given t'^nl:onse wave) shortens. This i n-

verse relationship between stimulus :itr•c:ngth and wave V latency is

hi g*,h 1 y ref i ab t e w  t  i n ;en d across iiub,jects regardless of age (nvw-

burn to 75 years) or whother they are asleep, awake or unconscious

( I , 9, 12, 13, 16, 26, 30, 37, 30).

3) Tone and noise bursts also evoke the BI.R. With such stim-

uli one can demonstrate the cochlear micropiionic component of the

auditory evolved response (39) as well as the fact that the steep-

ness of stimulus rise:-time is the critical factor for evolving; the

BIiR (14) . /Appropriate: noise masking* experiments have, furthermore,

identified the nerve fibers arising; in the base, or hil*h-frequency,

portion of the cocli.ea as the ones that are stimulated to produce

the response (12) .

4) The use of tone stimuli has also uncovered a second type

of brainstem response, the so -called frequency- fo l lowing response

(FFR) . First reported in 1073 by 11c.usheg; i an et al (21 2), the FFIt is

a sinusoid generated in the brain stem to tones below 21011 (18, 20).

Like the BI.R - which appears along; with the FF11 - the FF1; is a small

voltage that requires computer averaging; for its demonstration. Its

discovery opens new but still largely unexplored avenue for electro-

physiological investigation of the human auditory system.

Several atte , npts to use the BY T.t (and the P R) to answer ques-

tions of theoretical and practical interest ran be outlined hare. In

hearings clinics, the BER permits an estimate of hearing; threshold in

patients such as newborn infants where other methods yield equivocal
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answers or none at all (J, 17, :ic y ) . It its also clear that persons

with hearing loss clue to impaired conduction of :3ound waves to the

cochlea (conductive loss) can produce abnormal BEES that differ from

the abnormal ones generated by patients whose deafness is due to

damaged cochlear hair cells (sensory neural loss: b). The clinical

use of the UR, fftially is not limited to audiology; it apparently

has rich potentialities as a general neurological tool also. Be-

cause tumors, trauma and derryelinating diseases can interrupt the

brainstem auditory pathways at many different levels, a lesion at it

particular level can bebe expected to alter the DLR wave-pattern in

characteristic gays; recent evidence indicates this idea is correct,

at least in principle (J, 33, 37).

In the small number of laboratory studies so far reported,

the BER produced by a given signal has remained constant regardless

of stage of sleep (1) or state of attention (25). When the apparent

loudness of such a signal is enhanced Ly special techniques, no

change in the UER takes place (2), but it does reflect by it drop in

its amplitude the temporary shift in threshold that follows exposure

to loud sounds (34) . This small s;ar ►ple of studies will  doubtless be

followed by many more in which the BLIP (and FFR) is examined in mon-

aural and binaural listening; situations of interest to psycoacousti-

cians (e.g. mashing, binaural localization and loudness and frequency

discrimination). Such developments are almost inevitable since this

new method is relatively simple to apply and the data it yields are

stable, objective and hiigh ► ly sensitive to changes in the acoustic

W,
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►.timulus paranete•rR.

The late waves of the human auditory evolved response arc,

those labelled Nl-P2-:d2 ill the bottom section of figure 2. Un-

like the BI;R, which its we have ju.-A been behaves as if it were

p:rysiological sound -level peter, these later waves tend instead

to reflect the ups and clowns in the %,;sty an individuul deals with

the sounds he hears. For inF ► tance, deep sleep which has no in-

fluenco on the BEM/ dramatically changes the amplitude and laten-

cy of the N 2 wave. To vru•y i ng degrees, the several late waves

seem to ' reflect riot so mu-h the physical features of the Sound

that strikes the ear as what hoes oil within the head as a listen-

er assigns "meaning" or "bignificarice" to all auditory stimulus.

A	 recently reported from our laboratory (25, 26) will i11us-

Lrate this point.

Suppose %ve present about it thousand clicks (at a rate of

around 1 per sec) to a subject wearing earphones, rind record tile

responses they evolve, :suppose, further, that about 10;0 of the

clicks are weal: ones randornly introduced into the train. Finally,

suppose that the subject hears these strong; and %weak clicks udder

two con(litions: 1) 1 ►e is instructed to pity no attention and to

read an interesting book ("Ignore"), %nd 2) his task is to count

each weak- click and report the total correctly at the end of the

run ("Attend").

Figure 5 shows representative results presented in the for-

rust of Figure 2. Significant differences between the two columns

12
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of FijYure 5 appear only in the late waves, where the 14 1 -P2 deflec-

tion- are clearly larger in the "Attend" recordi1.(;s. These differ-

ences are reasonable stable, furthermore, since four replications

of the experiments nicely superimpose. One may conclude, therefore,

that "attention", as defined in this case, is revealed by an increase

in N 1 -P2 amplitude. :several experiments of this type: from our labur-

atory (31) and elsewhere (5, 28, 35) yield the same overall conclu-

sion.

The responses shown in Figure a were extracted from the LEG

folic,wing delivery of the louder (90';) clicks in the train. Figure

6 shows the late wave_; evoked by the weaker ( 10, x('.) members of the

train, a vid at 3 different points on the head ranging from f ront (Fz)

to back (Pz) in the midline. 'These responses can be expects!' to

reflect , then, any pecul ar ~ , rain events associated with the special

targets of the listener's- attention.

Two major differei:ces between the left and right columns of

J;Jguro E ► :,re apparent. Iii the "Ignore" condition I1 1 -1 >2 is everywhere

present 1)1:t %- , .ry small, because the target click %v. S weak. 	 In the

"Attend" state 11 1 -P 2 is every% ,;here larger, which we have just learned

is what should happen. But this 11 1 -P` change is trivial cornparel to

,h impressive downward-going; wave unique to the "Attend" recordings.

it i.; a positive wave with onset at around 300 msee past- st?.mulus <<nd

rtur=i ion of several hu11dred msee . It belongs to a group of such

late positive waves discovered 10 years ago (5, 38) to v: ,hich the name

1)3 (or P300) has been assigned.

This 111iique associatioci of a P 3 wave wit.i attention to a

13
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target suggested to us an experit;tent where the target would lie

nothing at all. This situation was simply accompl ished by oc-

casionally omitting a click from the regularly repeating train

of them, the subject's tasl: being to count the missing clicks and

report, as before, the total number. Figure 7 shows the huge 113

subjects generate when,as in this cat y , their target i4 nn stimulus
i

whn t soeve^ .	 ,I

The P3 of Figure 'i means that this wave indexes wholly endo-

genous brain events,processes that go on exclusively inside the

skull. Mere P 3 is an electrical sign of Aiatever goes on inside the

brain when a target has been identified. Since it is a brain wave

invariably associated with perception of a sound not delivered, it

must be a sign of the perception itself.

If the P3 of Figure 7 indexes the same brain processes re-

vealed by the 1 13 of Figure 6 - as many believe - one cai ► conclude

that a P rely subjective event has been under way whenever a P 3 is

recorded. In a recent review (36) my colleagues examined 15 P3

papers by 43 authors and concluded that P 3 appears,--or is enhanced -

at the time a signal is detected; whLn one signal is deemed to he

different from another; when a guess is confirmed or disconfirmed;

and when a signal means "shift to a different task". In short P3

does seem to reveal w:ien a subject has been importantly engaged in

a conscious process: it say: lie has been aware, gotten the message,

made up his mind. No other elect rophysi.ological response taps so

directly these important aspects of our ever	 behavior.

Hany laboratories are presently working; with these late waves
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which v,'%ry with cognitive processing; of acoustic signals. As one

example - the only one apace permits - several use human speech

sontids in r:e,arch of hemispheric asymmetries in amplitudes and 1 a-

tencies of the Pdl-I'"-'.%3 Sequence. Since the left hemisphere in

most right handed persons is far more important for speech functions

+h-^n i a tho ri vIlt . snine corr • espondinv difference in the late waves

is not unrea:.onable to expect. Both success (eg. 41) and failure

(7) to demonstrate these response asymmetries have been reporter; to

date. In this important field v;here so little is known and where

good information would yield so much of practical value, one can hope

for an early resoluti.un of the question.

Summary. During the quarter century this volume commemorates our

understanding of the human auditory -voked response has moved forward

at an ever-accelerating* Lace. Itard ton basic knowledge, Helped im-

measurably by the computers, has defined all its major deflections.

Vic can state - with reasonable confidence - the way particular changes

in a stimulus will be coupled to specific changes in the response, and

even how a listener's state of mind will influence the response he

gives.

Important practical applications of this basic knowledge have

begun to appear. Evidence grows, for instance, that the brainstem

portion of the response can to developed into a useful hearing test

especially for infant.. Hearing tests for preverbal and nonverbal

children are not yet the precise instruments they should ideally be.

The BEP, which can state unequivocally how well the peripheral. auditory

15
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apparatus function;, woula be a welcome addition to the clinician'

armementarium.

Clinical applications of Lhe waves evoked at about IOU cosec

and later await the development of still more facts. These waves are

clearly related do brain events associated with cognitive processing

of acoustic signals since their properties depend upon where the lis-

tener directs his attention, whether the signal is an expected event

or a surprise, and w "vu a sound that is listened-for is heard at last.

Unfortunately, the details of what is goiLg on are still somewhat

vague, and most of the specific rules that pertain remain to be clari-

fied.

16
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ACI NOWLEI

The foregoing has drawn freely t pen previous publications

(S, 10) whi-Ii. like this one, largely summarize the werl; of Drs.

i A	 T.W. Picto ►i, hurt liecox, and Steven t.. Hillyard, and the rest of

my colleagues and collaborators. Our wort: has been supported for

many years by grants f rum NIIi and IIASA .
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FIGURE LEGLNI)S

Fig. 1 The human auditory pathway shown in place (upper left)

and isolated (.lower left). Electrical waves that would

be aroused L;' a click in, each .^.tation of tho pathway are

diagrar^uned on the right.

Fig. 2 Components of tLe human auditory evoked response. I.acIi

trace shows the average of 1U24 responses to clicks (60

d13SL) delivered at .l per sec to the right car. Electrodcs :

vertex (positive up) to right mastoid. Responses :shown

were extracted from tape-recorded EEG by an average response

computer (Fabritek 1052) at different gain and on 3 different

time bases. ( From 2(;).

Fig. 3 The brainstem response (13L1) evolved from a normal-liearing

young adult. Electrodes: vertex (positive down) to mastoid.

Each trace sums 2000 responses to monaural clicks (30 per sec).

Note wave V latency increase as signal stren g th (dBSL) de-

creases. (From g).

Fig. 4 The 133 1.11 from infants and children recorded under conditions

like those of Fig. 3. All stimuli at adult 60 (113SL level.

Note wave V latency decrease as children grow.	 From 12).

18



Fig.	 5 Effect of attention on the hunan auditory evolved responso.

lletails	 as	 i ►► 	 Fi[r . 2.	 Attend:	 subject counted tin occasional

faint	 click	 (:32	 in cell)	 interspersed among 992 louder ones.

Ignore.	 The same clicks were preset ► ted while the subject

read an interesting boo]..	 Only respottses to the louder (60

dI3SL) clicks  appear here.

Fig.	 6 Uetails	 its	 in	 Fib;. 5.	 Responses to the 32 weak clicks are

shown here, on the long time base and at 3 different scalp

locations.

Y

Pi	 7 P.ecordci from an experiment like that of Figure 5 except th,"A

the faint click was singly orAtted.	 Interclich interval

1.1	 --,cc;	 computer was triggered by the click preceding the

omitted one.	 Lach trace shows average of 64 responses

(FiI*.	 E;,	 G,	 7	 from 25).

1
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